Tennis Match Results
University of Miami vs North Carolina
4/18/2024 at

#28 North Carolina 4, #60 University of Miami 0

**Singles competition**
1. Benjamin Kittay (NC) vs. #92 Martin Katz (UM) 4-6, 4-3, unfinished
2. Phillip Jordan (NC) vs. #125 Antonio Prat (UM) 6-1, 4-6, 0-1, unfinished
3. Patrick Schoen (NC) def. Vladislav Melnic (UM) 6-4, 6-2
4. #81 Karl Poling (NC) def. Adrien Burdet (UM) 6-1, 6-4
5. Will Peters (NC) vs. Nacho Serra Sanchez (UM) 6-4, 3-2, unfinished
6. Anuj Watane (NC) def. Alejandro Arraya (UM) 6-0, 6-1

**Doubles competition**
1. #31 Benjamin Kittay/Phillip Jordan (NC) def. #43 Vladislav Melnic/Adrien Burdet (UM) 6-3
2. Patrick Schoen/Peter Murphy (NC) vs. Martin Katz/Antonio Prat (UM) 5-4, unfinished
3. Karl Poling/Will Peters (NC) def. Nacho Serra Sanchez/Yannik Rahman (UM) 6-4

Match Notes:
University of Miami 11-14, 2-10; National ranking #60
North Carolina 14-8, 7-5; National ranking #28
Order of finish: Doubles (1,3); Singles (6,4,3)
2023 ACC Men's Tennis Championship: Round 2, Match 2